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https://www.yahuwahsoasis.com

Contact us tab
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https://www.bitchute.com/playlist/TYZWby4a8F8P/

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ibOCMfujVpAf/
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https://www.bitchute.com/channel/9aWNnBWV7sRr/
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https://yahstruck.com/
We’d like to welcome you to our site YAH STRUCK, where we are introducing the YAH STRUCK series of books.
Though they are fictional, they are based on Child Trafficking as well as real events that have happened, though they
are disguised. The books have a supernatural aspect to them with the help and strong presence of our Heavenly
Father and Creator YAH and a group of Covenant family members destined to take on the sheer evil itself – in all its
forms. You will also find blogs and merchandise to help support us as we promote the Name and Authority of Yahuah in
this world.
In the fashion of all Hebrew words YAH-STRUCK has two sides. Yahuah can strike us in Righteous Vengeance, or to
wake us up and get us to turn back around to Him or the best, for us to be YAH-STRUCK in amazement of Loyal
Love, kindness and sheer brilliance.

09/17/22
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https://yahstruck.com/
FREE DOWNLOAD OF THE
FIRST BOOK IN THE YAHSTRUCK SERIES!

https://www.yahuwahsoasis.com/endtimes.html
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Our Primary scripture source will be the AENT which we have used over the years. It will be much
more accurate than the Greek and we will consult Blue Letter Bible on-line for confirmation. As
always, we will restore Yahuah’s and Yahusha’s proper names in the texts. We will also be looking
at the Crawford-Greg Glaser, the Aramaic NT interlinear by Bauscher, George Lama’s and J.W.
Etheridege’s translation of the Peshitta and John Parkhurst’s Hebrew To English Lexicon without
points and Bayithamachiyach color coded translations to top it off.
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http://www.bayithamashiyach.com/Scriptures.html
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We also have a gem from the2860
17thare
centurya Hebrew manuscript of
not endangered
Revelation! Not the whole book but it is in the British Library under
Sloane MS 237.
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=sloane_ms_237_fs001r
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https://www.nehemiaswall.com/hebrew-manuscript-revelation-1
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The “Work In Progress Narrative”, while also drawn from Scripture and other
sources most of the time does not affect our eternal destination, and does have
more speculation due to pieces still missing. Thus we reason what options can be
plausible. If at any time this takes us into a space that contradicts Scripture, or
cannot connect the truths on either side, it can no longer be an option. Think of
the WIPN as a plausible bridge from one solid truth to another but a land mass
of truth is missing or unclear underneath.

SOLID
TRUTH
SET IN
STONE

09/17/22

Work In Progress Narrative that tries to solidly bridged the gap where
information is unclear for a fuller understanding.

SOLID
TRUTH
SET IN
STONE
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https://www.truthforhealth.org/

In part 1E, we are now presented with one very controversial passage and introduced to
whom these messages were to be given to. The 7 called out assemblies.
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Rev 1:10
10. I was in the Spirit on the day of our Master YHWH;5 and I heard behind me a
great voice, as of a shofar,6 which said:

Aramaic/English NT VERSION

1:10 The Spirit of prophecy came upon me on the Lord’s day, and I heard
behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet, saying

09/17/22
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The Crawford
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Full disclosure we are editing the KJVish words like
cometh and saith and the Lord.

v.10 I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day; and I heard behind me a great voice as
a trumpet, saying,

09/17/22

Nehemia has from the Sloan MS 237.

“Verse 10, “Hayiti beruach baYom Adoni’i veshamati kol gadol acharai kemo chatzotzra.”
“I was in the spirit on the Lordly Day and I heard a great voice behind me like a trumpet.”

09/17/22
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http://www.bayithamashiyach.com/Revelation.html
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None of our translations agree completely. We have 2 that leave out whose day it was, and two
that specifically point to it being on a Sunday – the first of the week. This passage has been
used to prop up a Sunday Sabbath being the “Lord’s Day” i.e the day Yahusha rose. Also striking
is that Lamsa paints a picture that Yahuchannon was not in the spirit, but a Spirit of prophecy
came to him. Also 3 leave out the “saying or which said”.
1 In the spirit on day of our Master YHWH..which said
1 Spirit of prophecy came upon me on the Lord’s day ..saying
1 In the spirit the day of one in seven
1 In the spirit in the day first of the week
1 In the spirit on the Lord’s day …saying
1 In the spirit on the lordly day
1 In the spirit on the Adon’s day

1:10. I was in the Spirit on the day of our Master YHWH;5 and I heard behind me a great voice,
as of a shofar,6 which said: AENT VERSION
1:10 The Spirit of prophecy came upon me on the Lord’s day, and I heard behind me a great
voice, as of a trumpet, saying : George Lamsa’s Aramaic
1:10 And I was in spirit in the day of one in seven and I heard from behind me a voice/sound
loud/great like a trumpet/shophar. Glasser’s Crawford
1:10 And I was in the spirit in the day first of the week and I heard from behind me a voice great
like a trumpet. –Bauscher Interlinear Aramaic
1:10 I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day; and I heard behind me a great voice as a trumpet,
saying,- Etheridge’s Aramaic
1:10 “I was in the spirit on the Lordly Day and I heard a great voice behind me like a trumpet.”Gordon’s Hebrew Revelation
1:10 “I was in the Spirit on the Adon’s day, and I heard behind me a great voice as the sound of
09/17/22
a trumpet. -bayithamashiyach.com
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Before we go on,
we need to try and
answer this question.
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AENT Notes-Andrew Gabriel Roth
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Aramaic reads “b’yoma’MaranaYah” or “day of our Master YHWH” (The Aramaic New Covenant
Peshitta Text with Hebrew Translation Second Edition Aramaic Scriptures Research Society in
Israel, 2005) and (Ktaba D’Dtiqua Khadata d’Maran Eshoa Meshikha Joint COE/SOC Edition,
1982).
Based on the Mosul Text, the 1905 British and Foreign Bible Society transcription reads; hawyit
b’rukha b’yaoma Maranaya, or “and I was in the spirit on the Day of our Master YHWH”
referring to both Judgment Day and sacred occasions in Israel, which were/are marked with the
blowing of the shofar as mentioned later in this same verse.
However, the United Bible Society Syrian Orthodox Church 1979 Edition uses the reading in
Crawford Revelation here; w’hawyit b’rukha b’yaoma b’khadb’shba, or “and I was in the spirit
on the day in the first of the week” a.k.a. Sunday. The introduction of b’khadb’shba in latter
versions is a Western-Christian interpolation; nowhere in the most ancient Greek copies of
Revelation is there an actual day of the week being stated; however, it is easy to see how a
false assumption arose to suggest that it refers to the day of the resurrection. By contrast, the
original reading, while seemingly vague to a Gentile audience, is nonetheless perfect in its
Semitic context.

We don’t give them a pass. They left out Yahuah’s name so it would
confuse the gentiles since they were being taught “Jesus” is the creator.
You can’t just add in words and be held innocent if they are not in the
meaning of the words written for clarity. Yahusha is amazing but he is
not the master or lord of the Shabbat. Yahuah is.
09/17/22

This in combination with the use of the Greek kurios
(which can refer to either YHWH or Y’shua as
“Master”), (Wrong!!! – They intentionally used it
interchangeably, but it was propaganda for a new
religion and a lie. It is putting a false god in front of
Yahuah's face and saying Yahusha is the Alaph Tau).

and the transition from “Day of YHWH” to
“Resurrection Day” became even more plausible to
a Greek mind. The revision of the text has produced
an extremely bad and awkward Aramaic
construction, both grammatically and from a scribal
perspective. In every other occurrence in the NT,
Sunday is referred to as khad b’shaba, or “first of the
week.” The word “day” never appears but is always
implied, as Torah only refers to all days (except
Shabbat) by their numerical relationship to Shabbat,
or b’shaba. The redactor of Crawford retained
b’yaoma, but deleted Maranaya and replaced it with
the very cumbersome b’khadb’shaba. The error is
particularly glaring, since this “single” term is really
four separate words (including two prepositional
prefixes, or proclitics) jammed together!
09/17/22

1:10 And I was in
spirit in the day of
one in seven and I
heard from behind
me a voice/sound
loud/great like a
trumpet/shophar.
Glasser’s Crawford
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Nehemia: I know in the English they usually say, “The Lord’s Day”, which is understood as
Sunday. And AJ, you are actually a pastor of a United Methodist Church, which I assume meets
on Sunday, right?
AJ Bernard: We do, yes.
Nehemia: So, as a UMC pastor, can you tell me, is it true that Yeshua Mashiach, as He’s
called here, that He changed Shabbat from Saturday to Sunday?
AJ Bernard: No, it’s absolutely not true. Yeshua said, “Not one jot or one tittle shall pass
from the law until all will be fulfilled.” And the Shabbat is a law that predates Moses, because
the Lord rested on the Sabbath. So, as a Christian - and I’m not speaking for the entire
United Methodist Church, of course. Nobody would ever dare do that - but as a Christian, I
observe Shabbat from sundown Friday night to sundown Saturday.
Nehemia: Amen.
AJ Bernard: And then I go to Church on Sunday morning. And so, for me, there’s a very big
distinction between Shabbat, or the Sabbath, and the Lord’s Day. We worship on Sunday
because that was the first day of the week, and the Gospels tell us that’s the day Yeshua left
the tomb.
Nehemia: What I do think is interesting is this phrase, “The Lordly Day”, and you would expect
this to say, “beYom Adonai,” or “beYom Adon,” and it says, “beYom Adoni’ee”, and Adoni’ee has
been turned into an adjective. We’re going to see a similar adjective later with the word
“Yehudi’im”, which is very interesting. So, what does he mean here by “the Lord’s Day” or “the
Lordly
Day”? Do you think he means Sunday? And I really don’t know the answer.
09/17/22

AJ Bernard: I’ve taught the Revelation. I have listened to the Revelation taught
many times. Most people will take that to mean one of two things. Either it means
Sunday, and if this is John the Apostle, then by the time he’s writing, the Christian
Church was meeting on Sunday. They were still observing Shabbat, but they were
meeting on Sunday and they called it “the Lord’s Day” to differentiate it from
Shabbat. Or it could mean, “I was in the spirit on the great and terrible day of the
Lord” that Joel speaks of.

Nehemia: Aha, nice.
AJ Bernard: That God takes John out of his time in Patmos in like 95 AD and moves
him forward in time to see these things that he’s about to do.
Nehemia: Or maybe it just means Shabbat. [laughing]
09/17/22 Or maybe it means Shabbat, you know.
AJ Bernard:
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We found this video
and thought it
summed up nicely
some good
information. We had
to edit it though
because they think
Yahusha created the
world. Yikes.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUoXknu9cno
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https://lastmessageofmercy.com/article/view/revelation-110-what-about-the-lords-day-and-theobservance-of-sunday

(Revelation 1:10) What About “the Lord’s Day” and the Observance of Sunday
by the Early Christian Church? Posted Jul 09, 2021 by Kevin J. Mullins

The Propaganda…

09/17/22
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Diana of Ephesus

So close! Yahusha is not the “Lord of the Sabbath”
YIKES! This is a long article with some outstanding
09/17/22
historyA must read, but please be careful and keep the
saltshaker out.

It is a shame what Paul’s writing
did to the minds of men. His
putrid soul waffles up from the
depth of deception and permeates
most teachings. Why is it so easy
for us to disregard what Yahuah
and Yahusha said? – Just
disgusting.
33
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Man does not have the
authority to change the
Sabbath based on that!
Yahuah would have had to
instruct Yahusha to do
that.
There is only one “Lord”
and that is Yahuah! His
day is the 7th day Sabbath.
Period.
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11. “That which you see, write in a book, and send to the seven assemblies; to
Ephesus, and to Smyrna, and to Pergamos, and to Thyratira, and to Sardis, and to
Philadelphia, and to Laodicea.”. Aramaic/English NT VERSION

11 What you see, write in a book and send it to the seven churches, to
Ephesus and to Smyrna and to Pergamos and to Thyatira and to Sardis and to
Philadelphia and to Laodicea
09/17/22
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The Crawford
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Full disclosure we are editing the KJVish words like
cometh and saith and the Lord.

v.11 What thou seest, write in a book; and send to the seven churches, at
Ephesos, and at Smurna, and at Pergamos, and at Thiatira, and at Sardis, and at
Philidaphia, and at Laodikia
09/17/22
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This is verse 11, 1:11. “Ha’omer shechozeh ata khtov basefer ushlach el
shiva hamakelim el Ephesus v’el Smyrna ve’el Pergamus ve’el Tyatira v’el
Sardis v’el Philadelphia v’el Lardekea.”
That says…meaning this is the voice he heard saying, that says, “That
which you see write in the book and send it to seven congregations to
Ephesus and to Smyrna and to Pergamus and to Thyatira and to Sardis
and to Philadelphia and to Larodicea.”
09/17/22

http://www.bayithamashiyach.com/Revelation.html
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Yahuah- Please keep reminding us to stay on the
path! You are easy to love and cherish. We cling
to You only. As we make our

09/17/22
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https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/nazigermany-imperial-japan-anti-comintern-pact

1. The revelation to Yahusha the Mashiyach, which Yahuah gave to him
(Yahusha) to show to his (Yahusha’s) servants the things that must shortly
occur and by necessity be done with wrath: and he (Yahusha) signified
and symbolized it to make clear, explain, notify, and which is consistently
taught by Torah by sending it, through his (Yahusha’s) messenger to his
servant Yahuchanon;
2. Who (Yahuchanon- John) bore witness to the Word of Yahuah, and to the
testimony and martyrdom of Yahusha the Mashiyach, as to all and
whatever that he saw.
3. His (Yahuah’s) blessings to the ones that are called that reads aloud, and
those who hear the words of this prophecy, and guarding for themselves
the things that are written in it; for the time is near.

09/17/22
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https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/nazigermany-imperial-japan-anti-comintern-pact

1:4. (From) Yochanan to the seven called out assemblies which are in Asia:
Favor? to you and peace, from Him who is, and who was, and who is to come,
and from the seven living creatures which are before His throne;
5. and from Yahusha the Mashiyach, the Witness and martyr, the Faithful, the
First-born of the dead, and the head ruler of the kings of the earth; who has
loved us, and washed us from our sins by his blood;
6. and has made us a Kingdom of priests to Eternal the Father: to whom be
esteem and power, for ever and ever. So be it.

7. Behold, he comes with clouds; and all eyes will see him, and also they who
pierced Him; and all the tribes of the earth will mourn on account of him. Yes:
So Be It.
09/17/22
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https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/nazigermany-imperial-japan-anti-comintern-pact

Rev 1:8 “I am Aleph, also Taw,” says the Master YHWH, Eternal; who is existing,
and He who has always existed, and He who is coming, (Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh) the
Omnipotent- unlimited power, authority and influence Al Shaddai- He who holds all.
Rev 1:9 I Yahuchanan, your brother and companion with you in the tribulation
and vexing by a female rival of Yahuah, causing affliction and suffering, being
gathered together in patient steadfast endurance and in the cheerful hope
and expectation of Yahusha the Anointed, was in the island called Patmos
because of the Word of Yahuah and because of the testimony and witness of
Yahusha the Mashiyach (Anointed).
Rev 1:10 I was in the Spirit on the day of our Master YHWH; and I heard
behind me a great voice, as of a shofar, which said:
11. “That which you see, write in a book, and send to the seven assemblies;
to Ephesus, and to Smyrna, and to Pergamos, and to Thyratira, and to Sardis,
09/17/22
and to Philadelphia, and to Laodicea.”.
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